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Abstyact-This paper considers ordinal algorithms for parallel machine scheduling with nonsi- 
multaneous machine available times. Two objects of minimizing the latest job completion time and 
minimizing the latest machine completion time are studied. For the first objective, we present the 
optimal algorithms for m = 2,3,4 machine cases. For m 1 5, we propose an algorithm with competi- 
tive ratio 2 - l/(m - 1) while the lower bound is 5/3. For the second objective, the optimal algorithm 
is also given. Furthermore, for a special case, an algorithm with significantly improved competitive 
ratio is given. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, we consider the ordinal on-line parallel machine scheduling problem with the 

objective to minimize the makespan (latest job completion time or latest machine completion 

time). We are given m identical parallel machines A4 = {Ml, MS, . . . , Mm} and n independent 

jobs J = {p~,p~, . . . ,p,}. The jobs are all available at time zero, but the machines may not 

be available at time zero. We assume machine A43 is not available until rj 1 0. Without 

loss of generalization, we assume r1 2 rp 1 ... > r,. We further assume that jobs arrive 

one by one and we know nothing about the value of the processing times but the order of the 

jobs by their processing times. We identify the jobs with their processing times, and hence, 

without loss of generalization, we assume pl 1 p2 > ... 2 p,. We are asked to decide the 

assignment of all the jobs to some machines at time zero by utilizing only ordinal data rather 

than the actual magnitudes. Using the three-field representation [l], we denote the problem as 

P, rj Iordinal on-line/C,,. 
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Obviously, the parallel machine scheduling problem with nonsimultaneous machine available 

times (denoted by P,rj )I Cmax), h’ h w lc was first presented by Lee [3], is a generalization of 

the classical parallel machine scheduling problem P (( C,,,,,. This generalized problem arises 

in practice. For example, machines should be prepared before they can start processing due to 

preventive maintenance, and the time used for preparation is different among machines. The 

circumstance also happens in the case where jobs arrive in batches on a periodic basis; we are 

asked to begin scheduling each batch before the completion of the previous batch. Note that 

there may exist some machines which do not process any jobs since they are still unavailable 

before all jobs are completed. It causes that minimizing the latest job completion time may be 

inconsistent with minimizing the latest machine completion time; this phenomenon is implicitly 

pointed out in [4]. (Recall that the two objectives are the same in P (1 C,,,,.) In the above first 

example, we wish to minimize the latest job completion time because we can ignore the machines 

which do not process any job in a schedule, while in the latter one, we wish to minimize the 

latest machine completion time because we must finish processing all the jobs including jobs of 

the previous batch. Since both objectives have applicants, we will study them in this paper. In 

the following, we use C,,,(J) and C,,,(M) to denote the latest job completion time and the 

latest machine completion time, respectively. 

Problems with ordinal data exist in many fields of combinatorial optimization. Algorithms 

which utilize only ordinal data rather than actual magnitudes are called ordinal algorithms. For 

example, a greedy ordinal algorithm solves the maximum weight sum problem over independent 

sets in a matroid 151. Agnetis [6] developed a polynomial asymptotically exact ordinal algorithm 

for the two machine no wait flow shop problem. Liu and Sidney [2] investigated the ordinal version 

of the problem of arranging unit length weights on a line segment. Liu and Sidney [7] and Liu 

et al. [8] presented ordinal approximation algorithms for bin-packing problem and P (( C,,,,,. On 

the other hand, our discussed problem also belongs to a kind of semi-on-line scheduling [g-13], a 

variant of on-line where we do have some partial knowledge on job set which makes the problem 

easier to solve than standard on-line scheduling problems. In our problem, we know the order of 

jobs by their processing times. Due to the above motivation, this paper considers the scheduling 

problem P, rj Jordinal on-line/C,,,. 

Competitive analysis is a type of worst-case analysis where the performance of an on-line 

algorithm is compared to that of the optimal off-line algorithm [14]. For an on-line algorithm A, 

let CA(M, J) (CA for short) denote the makespan (Cmax(J) or Cmax(Ad)) of instance (M, J) 

produced by the algorithm A, and CoPT(M, J) (C OPT for short) denote the minimal makespan 

in an off-line version. Then the competitive ratio of the algorithm A is defined as the smallest 

number c such that CA 5 CC OPT for all instances. An algorithm with a competitive ratio c is 

called a c-competitive algorithm. An on-line algorithm A is called the best possible (or optimal) 

algorithm if there is no on-line algorithm for the discussed problem with a competitive ratio 

smaller than that of A. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we show the lower bounds of P, rjlordinal 

on-line\&,,,(M), and present ordinal algorithms with competitive ratio 3/2, 13/8, and 2 - 

l/(m - 1) for m = 2,3 and m 2 4. The algorithms are optimal for m = 2,3,4. In Section 3, 

we propose an optimal algorithm for P, rj Jordinal on-line/C,,, (J) for each m. And for a special 

case, we modify the algorithm to get a significantly improved competitive ratio. Finally, some 
conclusions are given in Section 4. 

In the rest of the paper, let aj denote the completion time of h/r, in an approximation algorithm 

and b denote the total processing time, i.e., b = Cy__Ipi. Let [aJ denote the largest integer less 
than or equal to a, and [a] denote the smallest integer greater than or equal to a. 

2. P, rjlordinal on-line)Cmax(M) 

In this section, we consider the objective of minimizing the latest machine completion time. We 

first show its lower bounds by adversary method. Hence, we consider an adversary who presents 
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the on-line algorithm with several different instances. A lower bound obtained in this restricted 

situation is a lower bound on the competitive ratio in general [8,12,14]. 

LEMMA 2.1. No algorithm A can achieve a competitive ratio less than 2 if it does not assign pi 

to the machine Mmm2+1, i = 1,2,. . . , m. 

PROOF, We prove the lemma by induction. First, job pl must be assigned to Mm, since other- 

wise, considering the instance with data (~1 = ~2 = ‘.. = r,_l = 1, r, = 0, pl = l}, we have 

CA = 2, COPT = 1, CA/C OPT = 2. Next, we assume that the result is true for all i < 1. Then 

for i = 1, consider the instance with data {rl = r2 = . . . = r,-l = 1, rm-l+l = . ‘. = r,, = 0, 

p1 = ... = p1 = 1). It . IS clear that CoPT = 1. If the algorithm A assigns pl to any ma- 

chine in {A&-1+2,. . . ,hl,} along with another job in {PI,. . . ,pl_l}, then CA = 2, and hence, 

CA/Cop* = 2. Ifpl is assigned to one of the machines in {Ml,. . . , A&_/}, we also have CA = 2, 

CA/COPT = 2. so pl should be assigned to h/[m_l+l, and we are done. I 

As all the lower bounds we will give below are less than 2, we assume that p, is assigned to 

A&_i+l, i = 1,. . ,m, in this section. 

THEOREM 2.2. For the two machine case, any algorithm A has a competitive ratio at least 3/2. 

PROOF. By Lemma 2.1, pl should be assigned to M2, and p2 should be assigned to Ml in order 

to have a competitive ratio less than 2. By considering the instance with data {rl = 1, r2 = 0, 

p1 = p2 = l/2}, we have CA = 312, CoPT = 1, CA/Cop* = 312. I 

THEOREM 2.3. For the three machine case, any algorithm A has a competitive ratio at least 13/g. 

PROOF. Consider the assignment of the first seven jobs. If A assigns at least three jobs to A&, 

consider the instance with data {q = r2 = rg = 0, pl = 1, p2 = .. = p7 = l/3}. We have 

CA > p1 +ps +p7 = 513, CoPT = 1, and CA/CoPT - 2 5/3 > 13/8. If A assigns at least four jobs 

to M2, consider the instance with data {rl = r2 = rg = 0, pl = pz = 1, p3 = . . . = p7 = l/2}. 

We have CA 2 p2 + p5 + ps + p7 = 512, CoPT = 312, and CA/CoPT = 513 > 1318. So there 

must be at least 7 - 2 - 3 = 2 jobs of {PI,. . . ,p7} assigned to Ml. At this moment, consider the 

instance with data (7.1 = 1, r2 = rg = 0, pl = p2 = ps = l/2, p4 = . . . = p7 = l/8}, we have 

CA > r1 + p3 + p7 = 1318, Cop* = 1, and thus, CA/CoPT 2 1318. - I 

THEOREM 2.4. For the four machine case, any algorithm A has a competitive ratio at least 5/X 

PROOF. Consider the assignment of the first eight jobs. In order to achieve competitive ratio no 

greater than 5/3, no job in (~5,. . . ,ps} can be assigned to Ml, since otherwise, M, processes at 

least two jobs, i.e., p4 and one in (~5,. . . ,p~}. By considering the instance with data {rl = 1, 

r2 = rs = r4 = 0, p1 = ... = p4 = l/2, p5 = ... = p8 = l/4}, we have CA 1 r1 + p4 + 

ps = 714, CoPT = 1, and CA/Cop* 2 714 > 513. Next, if there are at least two more jobs 

which are assigned to Ms (or M4) along with p:! (or pl), we consider the instance with data 
{r1=...=r4=0,pl=p2=1,p3=... = p8 = l/3}. It deduces that CA 1 r1 tp2 +p7 fps = 

513, CoPT = 1, and CA/CoPT 2 513. Hence, we conclude that there must be 8 - 1 - 2 - 2 = 3 

jobsof {PI,... ,ps} on Mz. Now we consider the instance with data (~1 = r2 = 1, rs = r4 = 0, 

pl = ‘. = pg = l/4}, it f o 11 ows that CA 2 r2 +p3 +p7 +ps = 714, CoPT = 1, and CA/CoPT > 

714 > 513. I 

THEOREM 2.5. For the m 2 5 machine case, any algorithm A has a competitive ratio at least 5/3. 

PROOF. Let j, denote [(m - 1)/2J, and j2 denote Lm/2] for simplicity. To show the result, we 
consider the <assignment of job set, {pm+l, . . . ,pzm}. If there is at least one job in {P~+~, . . . , pzm} 

which is assigned to machine Mj, 1 < j 5 j,, we consider the instance with data {rl = . . . = 

r3 = 1, rj+l = ... = rm = 0, p1 = ... = p,-j+l = l/2, pm-j+2 = . . . = pzm = l/G}. It is not 

difficult to prove that C OPT = 1 while CA > 1 + l/2 + l/6 = 5/3. If there are at least two jobs - 
in {pm+l, . . , pzm} which are assigned to machine Mj, m - j2 + 1 5 j 5 m, we consider the 
instance with data {rl = . .. = r,,, = 0, pl = ... = pjz = 1, pjz+l = .. . = pzrn = l/3}. It follows 
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that CA/COP’ 1 5/3. Hence, we claim that machine Mj,+i must process P,_~, and at least 

m - js jobs in {p,+l,. . . ,pzm}. At this moment, we consider the instance with 2m jobs where 
rr = . . . = T, = 0, pl = . . . = pm-j, = 1, and exact values of pi, m - ji + 1 5 i 5 2m, are chosen 

arbitrarily such that ~~~‘jl+l pi = jl - 213, ~~~~+~2+1 pi = 213, and CoPT = 1. It is easy 

to verify that such an instance exists. Hence, we have CA 1513 and CA/CoPT >_ 5/3. I 

In the following, we present ordinal algorithms to solve the discussed problem. First we give 

an ordinal algorithm 02 for a two machine case with competitive ratio 3/2, so it is optimal. 

ALGORITHM 02. 

Assign jobs in the subset {pzi-1 1 i 2 1) to Ms; 

Assign jobs in the subset (p2i ( i 2 1) to Mr. 

THEOREM 2.6. The competitive ratio of 02 is 3/2, and it is the optimal algorithm for 

P2, rj (ordinal on-linelC,,,(M). 

PROOF. We show the case of n = 21; the case of n = 21+ 1 can be shown similarly. Obviously, 

CopT 1 7-1, CoPT > (b+rr +rs)/2, CoPT 1 rz+pl, and Co2 = max{ai,02}. By the definition 

of the algorithm, we have 

i=l 
5 $F, 

1 1 

cuz=rz+CP2i-1<T2+P~+~CPi<~ - 
PI + r2 + b + r2 

i=l i=2 
2 

5 ;cop.‘.. 

Hence, the theorem is proved from Theorem 2.2. 

Next, we present an ordinal algorithm Om for general m > 3 machine cases, 

ALGORITHM Om. 

Assign jobs in the subset {P~+L(~~_~) 1 1 2 0) to Mi; 

Assign jobs in the subset {~,_~+~+l(,_~) 1 1 10) to Mj, 2 5 j 5 m - 1; 

Assign jobs in the subset {~r+l(2~._2) 1 11 0) to A&. 

THEOREM 2.7. The competitive ratio of Om for Pm, rjlordinal on-line/C,,,,,(M) is 

1313, m = 3, 

2 - (my 1)’ 
m 2 4. 

PROOF. Weonly prove the caseofn = (2m-2)l; other cases of n = (2m-2)1+1,. . , (2m-‘2)1+ 

1 - 1 can be proved similarly. Obviously, CoPT > ri, CoPT 2 (b + rl + ... + r,,)/m, CoPT 2 

r, + pl, and Corn = max{ai,. . . , ct.,}. From P2+(i-1)(2m-2) 2 . . 2 pi(2,+2) 1~1+i(2~-2)~ we 

have 

l-l 

CI m = rm + pi + C Pl+i(2m-2) 5 rm + PI + 
i=l 

&$P” 
r=2 

2m-3 
= r, + n-1 + -!.- < %FT. 

2m-2-2 

Similarly, for 1 < j < m, we have 
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21-1 

QJ = 7-j + P,-j+1 + c Pm-j+1+qm-1) 
2=1 

5 
m-1-j 

m-l 
+s+s)CoPT= (&&.-)@PT 

and 

l-l 

Ql = r1+ Pm + )3%n+1(2nr-2) 
i=l 

2m-3 m-2 
=-rif 

2m-2 
GPTn+&+. 

For m = 3, it is clear from above that as 5 3CoPT/2 5 13CoPT/8, 0s < 3CoPT/2 <: 

13CoPT/8, and (~1 = 3r1/4 + ps/4 + (b + rr)/4. Furthermore, if ps 5 CoPT/2, then cyi < (3/4 f 

1/8+3/4)CoPT = 13C 0PT/8. If ri 5 5CoPT/6, then cri 5 (5/8+1/4+3/4)CoPT = 13CoPT/8. 

Now we are left to consider the case of pa > CoPT/2 and ri > 5CoPT/6. At this moment, we 

have 2~3 > CoPT and rr + pa > CoPT. But ri + pa > CoPT states that pi, ~2, pa must be 

assigned to JV2, n/r, in optimum, which in turn violates p2 + p3 1 2p3 > CoPT. Hence, we have 

shown ComICoPT < 1318 for m = 3. Theorem 2.3 shows that the ratio of Om could not be less - 
than 312 for m = 3. 

For m 2 4, we also only need to consider the ratio between al and CoPT. If p, 5 (m - 

3)CoPT/(m - 2), then 

( 2m-3 m-2 m-3 
QIl 5 

2m-2+ 
__+2L)cOPL (2-J-&F. 
2m-2m-2 

If ri < (2m - 4)CoPT/(2m - 3), then 

a1 I ( 2m-32m-4 

2ms 
f ~+-p+y2-~)COP.T 

Hence, we assume p, > (m - 3)CoPT/(m - 2) and r1 > (2m - 4)CoPT/(2m - 3). We have 

2p, > CoPT and ri +p, > C OPT. We still have no way to assign {PI,. . . ,p,} in the optimum. 

This is the desired contradiction. 

To prove that the ratio of Om could not be less than 2 - l/(m - 1) for m 2 4, consider the 

instance with data {rr = rz = 1, rs = . . = r, = 0, pl = ..I = ~(,_2).(,_~) = l/(m - 1)). 

Clearly, we have CoPT = 1, Co* 2 o2 = rs,+(m-2)/(m-1) = 2-l/(m-l), and C07n/CoPT 2 

2 - l/(m - 1). I 

By Theorems 2.3, 2.4, and 2.7, we have the following result. 

COROLLARY 2.8. Algorithm Om is optimal for m = 3,4. I 

3. P, rjlordinal on-line(C,,(J) 

In this section, we consider the objective of minimizing the latest job completion time. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Of any ordinal algorithm for Pm, rj /ordinal on-line]&,,(J), the competitive 

ratio is at least m. 

PROOF. We prove the result by adversary method, too. If an algorithm A assigns all jobs to JUm, 

we consider the instance with data {rr = ..+ = r,_r = 1, r, = 0, pr = .. = p, = k}. We 

have CA = mk, CoPT = k + 1, and CA/CoPT -+ m (k + co). Otherwise, assume that pl is 

the first job to be assigned to one of the first m - 1 machines. We consider the instance with 

data {rr = ..* = r,,+r = 1, r, = 0, pl = ... = pl = l/(mJ)}. We have CA = 1 + l/(mJ), 

CoPT = l/m, and CA/CoPT 1 m. I 

It is quite easy to get an optimal algorithm for this objective. In fact, the following Algo- 

rithm OJ can reach the goal. 

ALGORITHM OJ. 

Assign all the jobs to the machine with shortest available time, i.e., JLfm. 

THEOREM 3.2. TJle competitive ratio of Algorithm OJ is m, and it is the optimal algorithm for 

Pm, rj [ordinal on-line]C,,,,,( J). 

PROOF. It is clear that M, must be assigned 

a - r, + b 5 m . (rm + b)/m 5 mCoPT. m- 

In the remainder of this section, we discuss 

at least one job in the optimum. Hence, CoJ = 

I 

a special case of the problem. We assume that 

machines JL&l+r, . . . , Mm, 1 5 1 < m, have the same available time. This situation may occur in 

many applications. For example, the available times of all machines have only two possible values, 

or only partial machines are required to prepare due to preventive maintenance in each periodic 

basis. Without loss of generalization, we can assume that rr > . . > r,-l > r,_l+l = . . = r,. 

We are to propose an algorithm whose competitive ratio is significantly better than m. 

THEOREM 3.3. The competitive ratio of any algorithm A for the special case is at least 

max(2, m/l}. 

PROOF. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1, A cannot assign any job to the machines MI,. . , 
Mm-l, in order to achieve a competitive ratio less than m. Next, consider the instance with 

data {rr = ... = r,_l > 0, r,_l+r = . .. = r, = 0, pi = ... = pm = k}. Because 1 < m, we 

have CA > 2k, CoPT = rr + k, and CA/CoPT -+ 2 (k + co). Moreover, by considering the 

instance with data {rr = ... = r,_r > 0, r,_l+.r = ... = r, = 0, pl = ... = p,l = k}, we have 

CA 2 mk, CoPT = r1 + lk, and CA/CoPT -+ m/l (k -+ 00). We are done. I 

The following algorithm lMPm (Modified Pm) is modified from Algorithm Pm which is pro- 

posed to solve the problem Pmlordinal on-line]C,,,,, [8]. MPm assigns all the jobs to 1 machines 

{Mrb-l+lr~ ‘. 7 Mm} according to Pm. 

ALGORITHM MPm. 

Assign jobs in the subset {pj} U {p21+1_j+k(l+rl,21) 1 k 1 0) to fiLl+j, 1 5 j 5 [l/2]; 

Assign jobs in the subset {PHI U {PZ+~-~+IC(~+~~/Z.I) I k I 0) U {PS~+I-~+~(~+~~/ZI) I k 2 0) to 
Mm-~+~r LlPJ + 1 I j 5 1. 

THEOREM 3.4. The competitive ratio of MPm for the above special case is 

m-1+4 4m+21-2 
max 

3 ’ > 31+1 ’ 
1 is odd, 

m-1+4 4m+21-4 max 

{ 3 ’ 31 > 1 
1 is even. 

PROOF. We first claim that we can assume 

rm.-l+l = r,-1+2 = . . . = rm = 0. (*I 
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Otherwise, let (M’, J) be a new instance modified from (Ad, J). They have the same job set, 

and their machine available times satisfy r: = ri - r,, 1 5 i 5 m, where r: and r; de- 

note the machine available times of M,’ E M’ and Mi E M, respectively. If we have already 

proved that C MPm(M’, J) I CC OPT(M’, J) for all instances satisfying (*), then CnrPm(M, J) = 

CkfP”(M’,J)+r, 5 cCoPT(M’,J)+r, <c(CoPT(M’,J)+r,) =cCoPT(M,J). So the ratio 

is also true for (M, J). In the rest of the proof, we always assume that (*) is valid, and thus, the 

following lemma is true. 

LEMMA 3.5. (See (81.) 

1 is even and 1 5 j 5 1 - 1 

Qm-1+j -P, 5 or 1 is odd and v < j I 1 - 1, 

It is trivial that CMPm = maxj,l,,..,l{cu,_l+j}. To prove the theorem, we distinguish five 

cases according to the values of 1 and j. 

CASE 1. 1 is even and 1 5 j 5 1 - 1 or 1 is odd and (1 + 3)/2 1. j 5 1 - 1. 

By Lemma 3.5, 

31 - 5j + 3 2m b 

= 3(1-j+l)pi+ 3(1 - j + 1) m 

< 2m+31-5j+3CopT 
- 

3(1 -j + 1) . 

Since ((2nz + 31- 5j + :I) ‘::i/ ,j + l)}i=‘, achieves its maximum at j = I- 1, we have CY,,-~+~ 5 

((nz - 1+ 4)/3)C0PT. 

CASE 2. 1 is odd and 1 5 ,j ‘i - 1)/2. 

Similarly to Case 1, by Lemma 3.5, we have 

51 + 1 - @PT if m = 1 + 1, 

om-l+J I 
2m+31-5j+4C0pT < 31+1 ’ 
3(1 - j + 1) + 1 

_ 
4m + 1 + 13COpT 

31+11 , ifm>l+l. 

CASE 3. 1 is even and j = 1. 

We only prove the case of n = 1 + 1 + 31k/2; other cases of n can be proved similarly. 

k-l k-l 

%=P1+ c P1+1+31s,2 + c P21+1+31s,2 
s=l s=l 

5 & f$i + i E ‘2 pi+3ls/2 + f y ‘5’~1p~+31a12 

a=1 s=l i=1+2 s=l i=21+2 

s=l i=21+2 

21 - 4 
-Yjj-Pl I 

4m+21-4C0pT 

31 
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CASE 4. 1 is odd and j = 1. 

Similar to Case 3, we have CX, 5 ((47n + 21 - 2)/31+ l)CoPT. 

CASE 5. 1 is odd and j = (I+ 1)/2. 

Similar to Case 3, we have cr,_(l__1)/2 5 ((6m + 21 - 2)/51+ l)CoPT. 

By straight arithmetic calculation, one can easily know that the theorem is true. 

By Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, we have the following result. 

I 

COROLLARY 3.6. If m = l+l, the competitive ratio ofMPm is 2 and the algorithm is optimal. 1 

Though our algorithm may not be optimal when m > 1 + 1, it seems difficult to improve the 

algorithm unless we get a better algorithm for Piordinal on-line[C,,,,,. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we discussed the ordinal on-line scheduling problem on m identical machines 

with nonsimultaneous machine available times. Two different objectives were considered. For 

minimizing latest machine completion time, we presented lower bounds and ordinal algorithms. 

The algorithms are optimal for m = 2,3,4. For minimizing latest job completion time, we gave 

an optimal ordinal algorithm with competitive ratio m. We further presented a special case 

which has an algorithm with significantly improved competitive ratio. One of the remarkable 

phenomena is that approximation algorithms and their competitive ratios for these two objectives 

are significantly different in P,rjlordinal on-line/C,,,,,, which is not found in other scheduling 

problems, such as P 11 C,,,,, no matter what is on-line or off-line. Even for the off-line problem 

P,rj It Cm,,, every known algorithm has the same worst-case ratio for these two objectives so 

far. 
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